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; August 4, 1992

1

,

Docket Nos. 50-266 and 50-301-
Licence N DPR-24 and DPR-27,.,

EA 92-;20

! .. Wisconsin Electric: Power Company '

| ATTN:' Mr. R. E.nLink
Vice President
Nuclear Power

231 West Michigan Street --P379
3 Milwaukee,-Wisconsin--53201-

Dear Mr.-Link:
| ,

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF-VIOLATION AND-PROPOSED' IMPOSITION OF CIVIL.

i PENALTY - $50,000'
(NRC. INSPECTION REPORTS NO. 50-266/9?o14;'50-301/92014)

-

This1 refers to the special safety inspection conducted;from
May 27: through June 14, 1992, at.the Point Beach' Nuclear Plant.t

j- The inspection' included an! examination of;the availableifacts and
circumstances related toLcrevice cleaning of theLUnit.1: steam

' generators on:May- 27, 1992. |The reportidocumenting.this--

inspection was; mailed to you.by letter, dated June 30, 1992.- As. ~

a resultuoffthe, inspection, a significant failure toicomply with-,

| NRC regulatory requirements wasLidentifiedfand on July;7,J1992,
an enforcement conference-was held in the: Region III officeLwitho

.you and members of our respective staffs. A copy of'the
enforcementLeonference report was-mailed toLyou on July 13,.fl992.

| -To summarize-the events on May 27,-1992, steam. generator > crevice
i cleaning' began for Point' Beach-Nuclear Plant Unit 1 and the
: reactor coolant system :was heated to 'approximatelyJ310"F.c Tlua-

procedure for this' evolution directed the operators;to'~close~the
flow control valves for the.resi' dual' heat remova1Esystem' heat- -
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exchangers in order to minimize the reactor coolant system
cooldown rate. By design, the valves allow a bypass flow of
several hundred gallons of coolant per minute. Cooling from flow
through the residual heat removal systera heat exchangers _and heat
removed by the steam generators, plus the low decay heat rate of
the newly loaded core caused the temperature of the reactor
coolant system to decrease approximately 141'F over a one hour
period and exceed the Technical Specification limit. _The
excessive rate of cooldown was not discovered until the
subsequent control room operating shift attempted the same
evolution.

The violations are described in the enclosed Notice of Violation
and include: (a) exceeding the Technical Specification cooldown
rate of 100 F in any one hour;. and (b) failing to provide
adequate instructions or procedures to ensure that heatup and
cooldown rates are not exceeded. The NRC recognizes that the
event had minor safety significan 4 regarding the integrity ofi

the reactor vessel. However, .iie event'is considered significant
due to the lack of adequate management oversight, poor
communications, lack of training specific to the evolution,
procedural problems associated with controlling the cooldown-
rate, and poor operator performance.- The violations, taken
collectively, represent a programmatic deficiency in the-control
of; infrequently occurring control room activities, and:a
potentially-significant lack of attention towards licensed
responsibilities. Therefore,-in accordance with the "GeneralL
Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions"
(Enforaement Policy), 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C, the-violations
are classified in the aggregate as a Severity Level III problem.

t

Many factors contributed to the May'27, 1992, event. -First, the
crevice' cleaning procedure was inadequate because: the system
lineup specified in the procedure was not capable of maintaining
the cooldown rate within the specified limits; the procedure did
not reflect the corrective action from a previous event'which
would have required the shift supervisor to determine if-control
room staffing was adequate for the evolution; and adequate
measures were not specified in the procedure to minimize the
resultant cocidown rate. Second, the procedural inadequacies
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were not identified during quality and managerial trviews of the
procedure. Third, the performance of the operator was inadequate
in that: he did not fully understand the cooldown paraneters; he
did not verify the cooldown rate based on other temperature
indications; and he was distracted by other assigned duties

-

during this evolution. Fourth, the oversight provided by the
duty shift supervisor was not adequate: he was involved with
other routine control activities and did not adequately monitor-

: the evolution; and once the excessive rate of cocldown occurred,
he did not detect that the technical specification had been
violated. Fifth, poor communications between tne operator and
the duty shift supervisor led the operator to believe that the,

administrative limit for cooldown was waived. Sixth, training
specific to the evolution had not been provided to control room
personnel. Finally, station management failed to ensure adequate
preplanning of the infrequently performed steam generator crevice
cleaning evolution in that corrective actions initiated to
address She root causes of a violation that occurred during the
May 1991 crevice cleaning were not incorporated in the modified
method chosen for the May 1992 crevice cleaning. These are
considered significant failures.

After the May 27, 1992, event, you took several corrective
actions: crevice cleaning was discontinued; an incident
investigation was conducted; personnel were disciplined;
procedures were enhanced; and the need for revisions to the
technical specifications was evaluated. Your planned corrective
actions include an upgrade of the plant process computer system
to include heatup and cooldown rate alarms and, the conduct of
additional training on monitoring and controlling the rate of
heatup or cooldown. The NRC recognizes that corrective actions4

in addition to the ones described above were also-taken.
However, the corrective actions taken to date or proposed for the
future were largely limited to the normal conduct of control room
operations and operating personnel, and were not sufficiently
directed towards planning and control of special tests or

"

evolutions.

The NRC recognizes that-you and the members of your management
team are actively initiating changes in the control of' activities
- and philosophy of operation of the Point Beach Nuclear Plant, and
progress is apparent. Nevertheless, to emphasize the need for
managers and supervisors to exercise effective oversight and
direction of control room operations, especially during uncommon
evolutions, I have been authorized, after consultation with the
Director, Office of Enforcement, and the Deputy Executive
Director for Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Regional Operations and
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Research, to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed
Imposition of Civil Penalty (Notice) in the amount of $50,000 for
the Severity Level III problem.

The base value of a civil penalty for a Severity Level III
problem is $50,000. The civil penalty adjustment factors in the
Enforcement Policy were considered and no adjustment to the
amount of the base civil penalty was made. Fifty percent,

mitigation is appropriate because, based on the efforts of the
subsequent shift supervisor on May 27, 1992, you identified the
cooldown rate violation.

4

However, the civil penalty was escalated by 50 percent for poor
past performance. First, a related event occurred on May 10,
1991, during reactor coolant system heatup for steam generator
crevice cleaning. You identified several root causes of the
May 10, 1991, event: the failure of the control room operator to4

control temperature; the unusual system conditions required _for
the evolution; the competing demands for the operator's
attention; and the alarm scheme of the plant process computer
system for the evolution. Many of those causal factors also

'

contributed to the event of May 27, 1992. Though your last
Systematic Appraisal of Licensee Performance (SALP) report for
the period September 1, 1990, through January 31, 1992, had .a
Category 1 rating with a declining trend in the Operations area,
it also had a Category 3 rating with an improving trend in the
Safety Assessment / Quality Verification area that was due, in

; part, to the failure of management to effectively communicate _its
expectations and ensure that corrective actions were sufficiently
broad and implemented in a timely manner. The May 27, 1992,
event might have been averted had management given specific
instructions regarding the' control and monitoring of reactor
coolant system temperature during an infrequent plant evolution.

No mitigation was applied for your corrective actions because
they were limited to control room operations, operating personnel
and procedure revisions, and did not encompass the managerial and
supervisory contributions to the May 27, 1992, event.
Specifically,-your corrective actions did not address a principal
root cause of the May event, which was management's failure to
assure adequate preplanning for infrequent plant evolutions.
This resulted in the use of a procedure for crevice cleaning
which had not been revised to incorporate the lessons learned
from the 1991 violation. The remaining civil-penalty adjustment
factors in-the enforcement policy were considered and no
additional adjustments to the civil' penalty were considered
appropriate.
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Violation II concerns the failure to have at least one decay heat
removal method in operation when reactor coolant temperature is
greater than 140*F and less than 350'F. This violation is'

categorized at Severity Level IV in accordance with the NRC
Enforcement Policy because the technical specifications allow all
decay heat removal methods to be secured under specified
conditions (e.g., testing) at those temperature parameters.

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the
instructions specified in the enclosed Notice when preparing your
response. In your. response, you should document the specific
actions taken and any-additional actions you plan to prevent
recurrence. After reviewing your response to this Notice,
including your proposed corrective actions and the results of
future inspections, the NRC will determine whether further NRC'

enforcement action is necessary to ensure compliance with NRC
regulatory requirements.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice,"
a copy of this letter, its enclosure, and your response will be
placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

The response directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are
not subject to the clearance procedures of the Office of
Management and Budget as required by the Paperwork Reduction Act
of 1980, Public Law No. 96-511.

! Sincerely,

.1

A. Bert Davis
Regional Administrator

Enclosure:
Notice of Violation and Proposed

Imposition of Civil Penalty

See Attached Distribution:

,
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Distribution
cc/ enclosure
DCD/DCB (RIDS)
G. J. Maxfield, Plant Manager
Resident Inspector, RIII
virgil Kanable, Chief

Boiler Section
Charles Thompson, Chairman

Wisconsin Public Service Commission
Robert M. Thompson, Administrator
Wisconsin Division of Emergency
Government
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! DISTRIBUTION
3 SECY
} CA
: JSniezek, DEDR
j JLieberman, OE
j LChandler, OGC
j JGoldberg, OGC
i TMurley, NRR
! JPartlow, NRR
! Enforcement Coordinators
j RI, RII, RIV, RV

] Resident Inspector
i FIngram, GPA/PA
4 DWilliams, OIG
j BHayes, OI '

t. EJordan, AEOD
l WTroskoski, OE
! Day File
! EA File
i DCS
i RAO RIII
! SLO RIII I

I PAO RIII
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